
CMSC 304 
Fall 2014 

      RJ1 due Friday.    RJ2 due Tuesday.	


“Ethical	  rules	  apply	  to	  all	  of	  us	  and	  …	  achieve	  good	  
results	  for	  people	  in	  general,	  and	  for	  situations	  in	  

general…[a	  good	  set	  of	  rules]	  respects	  the	  fact	  that	  
we	  are	  each	  unique	  and	  have	  our	  own	  values	  and	  

goals,	  that	  we	  have	  judgment	  and	  will.”	  
Baase, Sara. A Gift of Fire: Social, Legal, and Ethical Issues 
for Computing Technology. Fourth edition, pg. 134.  2012.	
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u  Questions about All About Reading Journals?	

u  RJ1 due Friday; RJ2 due Tuesday (don’t wait until Monday!)	


u  Mini-Assignment	

u  Grading	


u  Always use a reference’s last name (almost)	


u  On self-retraining:	

u  “Be sure to remember…”	

u  “Just do better about…”	

u  “Be careful of…”	


Mini-Assignment 

Not a 
“plan”!

“Check this list before ���
  submission”	

“Count paragraphs…”	

“Run a spell check   ���
  every time…”	
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u  Consequentialism/utilitarianism (consequence based)	

u  Evaluate based on results of decisions.	


u  Deontology (duty based)	

u  Evaluate based on adherence to duties or laws.	


u  Contractualism (contract based)	

u  Evaluate based on promoting the world you want to live in.	


u  Virtue (character based)	


u  Natural rights (rights based)	


u  Just Consequentialism (reading for Monday)	


Ethics 
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u  Goodness: rights-sustaining vs. rights-violating	


u  Negative Rights: cannot ethically be taken away	

u  Voting: I can’t stop you from going to the polls.	

u  But, I don’t have to drive you.	


u  Positive Rights: ethically must be provided	

u  Positive rights are extremely rare.	

u  Must be provided by who, exactly?	


u  Natural Rights: possessed by virtue of being human	


u  Legal Rights: possessed because we all agree on it	


Rights-Based 
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Rights-Based 

Negative	   Positive	  

	  
Natural	  

	  
	  

Legal	  
	  

u  Education	


u  Food	


u  Emergency 
health care	


u  Health care	


u  Ownership	


u  Privacy	


u  Employment	


Education	

	


…in the US!
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u  It is ethical to be a person of good character	


u  “What should I do?”  ���
“What kind of person should I be?”	

u  Implied: what would that person do?	


u  Pros: outside of philosophy classes, we live our choices.	

u  Make ethical behavior and thought a habit	

u  Corresponds better to moral intuition	


u  Cons?	


Virtue-Based 
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Summary: No Perfect Answers 

Pros	   (Some)	  Cons	  

Consequence-‐
Based	  

Promotes happiness 
and utility	


Justice for minority 
populations	


Deontological/
Duty-‐Based	  

Promotes duty and 
respect for individuals	


Underestimates 
happiness, social utility	


Contract-‐
Based	  

Motivates morality	
 Itself only minimally 
moral	


Character/
Virtue-‐Based	  

Stresses moral 
development	


Requires homogenous 
standards	


Tavani, Ethical Concepts and Ethical Theories, Table 2-3 

Rights	  (can)	  play	  into	  all	  frameworks.	  
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u  Moral intuition: an unreasoned reaction (not unreasonable)	

u  Our “intuitive awareness of value”	

u  Intrinsically motivating	

u  Retrainable; fallible; unavoidable	


u  Consequence vs. intent	

u  What should you have foreseen?	


u  Temptation	

u  When are you responsible for the actions of others?	

u  (Answer: not never.)	


u  Moral discourse stoppers	


Other Topics 
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Stopper #2	

Who am I to judge 
others?    
 

1. Fails to distinguish 
between the act of 
judging and being a 
judgmental person.  	


2. Fails to distinguish 
between judging as 
condemning and 
judging as evaluating. 

3. Fails to recognize 
that sometimes we are 
required to make 
judgments 

   

Stopper #3	

Ethics is simply a 
private matter. 
 

1. Fails to recognize that 
morality is essentially a 
public system.   

2. Fails to note that 
personally-based 
morality can cause 
major harm to others.  	


3. Confuses moral 
choices with individual 
or personal preferences.

     

Stopper #1	

People disagree on 
solutions to moral 
issues. 
1. Fails to recognize 
that experts in many 
areas disagree on key 
issues in their fields. 

2. Fails to recognize 
that there are many 
moral issues on which 
people agree. 

3. Fails to distinguish 
between disagreement 
about principles and 
disagreement about 
facts.  	


   

Stopper #4	

Morality is simply a 
matter for individual 
cultures to decide. 
1. Fails to distinguish 
between descriptive and 
normative claims about 
morality.	


2. Assumes that people 
can never reach 
common agreement on 
some moral principles.	


3. Assumes that a 
system is moral because 
a majority in a culture 
decides it is moral.  

Discourse Stoppers 

Tavani, Ethical Concepts and Ethical Theories, Table 2-2 
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Group Discussion 

u  Layoffs vs. salary freezes, round 2 (something different)	


u  Where do these go:	

u  Education	

u  Food	

u  Emergency ���

health care	

u  Health care	

u  Ownership	

u  Privacy	

u  Employment	


Negative	   Positive	  

	  
Natural	  

	  
	  

Legal	  
	  


